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 () - The inspirational story of a former football player giving up his career to train the daughter of a member of his tennis club.
- () - A talented young dancer has been placed in the position of keeping her domineering mother happy while her father tries to

save a company from bankruptcy. - () - The story of a police rookie who decides to become a paediatrician and care for the
children of prostitutes. Death on the Danube Johannes Vermeer (DVD) BBC/Artisan The images captured by Dutch painter

Johannes Vermeer (circa 1632 - 1675) offer a glimpse into a young and prosperous Dutch society of the day. Despite what you
may think, the Dutch artist was as passionate about his paintings as he was about his women. Instead of ignoring his wife - who

remained at home while he worked - Vermeer tended to leave her and his children to go to the city and play with the artists,
politicians and traders he met there. This collection of pictures has been painstakingly chosen and restored by the BBC's art

editor, Nicholas Cullinan. The images captured by Dutch painter Johannes Vermeer (circa 1632 - 1675) offer a glimpse into a
young and prosperous Dutch society of the day. Despite what you may think, the Dutch artist was as passionate about his

paintings as he was about his women. Instead of ignoring his wife - who remained at home while he worked - Vermeer tended to
leave her and his children to go to the city and play with the artists, politicians and traders he met there. This collection of

pictures has been painstakingly chosen and restored 82157476af
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